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Introduction

In many industrial areas, production facilities have reached a high level of automation nowadays.

On the one hand, this is crucial for an economic operation of the production facilities, especially

in countries with high salaries like Germany. On the other hand, process automation has some

drawbacks for the facility operator. When the production facility is running in automatic mode

most of the time, the facility operator can not gain experience about the dynamic characteristics

of the production facility which can lead to a decrease in experience with the production process.

Know-how about the production process is crucial, especially in case the production facility

reaches an unexpected operation mode such as a critical situation. When the production facility

is about to reach a critical state, the amount of information (so called shower of alarms) can be

overwhelming for the facility operator, eventually leading to loss of control, production outage

and defects in the production facility. This is not only expensive for the manufacturer but can

also be a threat for humans and the environment.

Therefore, it is important to support the facility operator in a critical situation with an assistant-

system using real-time analytics and ad-hoc decision support. The objective of the BMBF

funded research project “Frühzeitige Erkennung und Entscheidungsunterstützung für kritische

Situationen im Produktionsumfeld”1 (short FEE) is to detect critical situations in production

environments as early as possible and to support the facility operator with a warning or even a

recommendation how to handle this particular situation. This enables the operator to act proac-

tively, i. e., before the alarm happens, instead of just reacting to alarms.

The contribution of this workshop paper is to share our experiences and first insights about

the preprocessing of an industrial, real world dataset that was provided by one of our application

partners and to describe first experiments performed on this dataset.

1http://www.fee-projekt.de
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Overview

The consortium of the FEE project consists of several partners including also application part-

ners from the chemical industry. These partners provide use cases for the project and background

knowledge about the production process which is important for designing analytical methods.

The available data was collected in a petrochemical plant over many years and includes a

variety of data from different sources such as sensor data, alarm logs, engineering- and asset data,

data from the process-informations-management-system as well as unstructured data extracted

from operation journals and operation instructions. The heterogenous data will be consolidated

and integrated by a central big data analytics platform (see Figure 1). Analytical methods will be

built on top of this platform and make use out of the heterogeneous mass data with regard to big

data capabilities. This can be an early warning (e. g., likelihood alarm) or an assistant function

that gives a recommendation how to handle a specific situation. Furthermore feedback from the

facility operators will be used to continuously improve the assistance function.
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Figure 1: The big data analytics plattform consolidates and integrates heterogenous mass
data collected over many years. The assistant system is build on top of the
plattform and utilizes analytical methods which automatically generate an early
warning or even give a recommendation how to handle a specific situation.
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Experiences and First Insights

The dataset consists of various different document types. Unstructured / textual data is included

as part of the operation instructions and operation journals. Knowledge about the process de-

pendencies is provided as a part of cause-effect-tables. Information about the production facility

is included in form of flow process charts. Furthermore there is information about alarm logs

and sensor values coming directly from the processing line.

One key aspect prior to an analysis is the anonymisation of the data. To protect personal

data of individuals from further analytics, person names should be made irrecognizable. One

way to achieve this is to simply remove those names from the document. This follows the

principle “privacy by design” which means that anonymisation should be performed as early

as possible, so that person names can not be the subject of further analytics any more. For

automated anonymisation it is also a requirement to convert the files from binary to text formats.

Note, that such a conversion can cause a loss of information. In case of graphical documents,

for example, it is obvious that the visual information cannot be captured by a text format. Such

documents have to be manually anonymised by hand (e. g., blackening person names). For text

processing documents (e. g., word format) most of the information can be preserved by choosing

an html format over a plain text format. This way, the document structure (e. g., headlines, bold

words) is still available for processing such as generating warnings for abnormal situations.

An assistant system that generates early warning for abnormal situations actually has to solve

two types of tasks. At first, the system has to identify events based on the long history of data.

A burst in the frequency of the alarm logs, for example, could be an indicator for an unexpected

situation which corresponds to an event. Secondly, after identifying events, the system needs to

extract features that help to predict this type of event as early as possible. Coming back to the

frequency of alarm logs example, small fluctuations in the frequency distribution could be an

indicator for a specific event characterized by a burst in the alarm log frequency. With the data,

we performed first experiments; results of which will be presented at the workshop.

Outlook

Future work will include the analysis of extraordinary characteristics in the industrial real world

dataset. One algorithm that can be applied for exploratory analysis is Exceptional Model Min-

ing [1, 10], as a variant of subgroup discovery [9, 13] focusing on complex target properties.

For that, there are fast implementations available, e. g., as implemented in the VIKAMINE2,

cf. [3, 4], and the rsubgroup package3 for the R platform for statistical computing.4

Furthermore we plan to apply techniques from information extraction [8] to the unstruc-

tured / textual information for event detection [11], e. g., using rule-based techniques [2]. By

applying NLP techniques, we will analyse the potential of extracted information for indicating

upcoming events and for obtaining analytical profiles, e. g., [6]. Then, case-based and network-

based techniques, e. g., [5, 12] can provide further options for analysis and explanation, cf. [7].

2http://www.vikamine.org
3http://www.rsubgroup.org
4http://www.r-project.org
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